LLC
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(206) 363-0859

3/29-4/10 THE NORWEGIAN ARCTIC LYNGEN ALPS & FJORDS ALPINE TOURING
Norway and the Norwegian Arctic are remarkable not only because of their skiing but also their history
and culture. We will be skiing mostly in the north but will also spend several days in Oslo the capitol
city to visit the dozens of museums and galleries of this home of the Norseman. Last time I was here
some of the highlights were the Kon-Tiki Museum, the outdoor museum, the Viking Ship and
Norwegian Forest museums. But enough about the culture. Tromso is right under the Aurora ring of
fire so we will have to stay up late on a clear night and look for the Northern Lights. In March you hit
the best time of the skiing season here in the far north of Norway, since we will actually have some real
daylight hours, and don’t worry about traveling with your ski bag; everyone else traveling will have
one too. If you are still not convinced that Norway is the center of the tour skiing universe they
actually have a national cell phone app to track the trail grooming with real time GPS tracking of the
grooming machine locations. Our eventual destination is isolated from any overland transportation
during the winter, the only way in or out is by airplane or ice breaker ship. It is easy to get around town
though and most people here speak some English, but as in all of Norway, goods and services can be
expensive. Our objective here is to ski the Lyngen Alps, which follow the western shore of the Lyngen
Fjord and the range is about 90km in length. The
summits dominate the peninsula and are the most
dramatic range in Norway. These mountains are
just now being discovered by backcountry
extreme skiers. The magic of this area is the
access from the fjord and the ability to ski from
summit to sea-level. With the trade currents here
the fjords stay mostly ice free so you can actually
sail to your next ski destination by boat, and eat
and sleep on shipboard. Provided: transfers,
airfare, lodging, most meals. Dates 3/29-4/10
Base Cost $3,675 by land, (+$2,150 sailboat
based)
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I the above signed understand that there are risks and hazards involved in active sports including the activities I will
be participating in with The Outing Club LLC. I accept these risks as my responsibility and agree to release The
Club, their representatives, guides, and associates, from any liability for accidents or injuries which may occur
during or traveling to and from said activities.

